
 
 

                                                   CLASS-12C 
 

SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 
 

Accountancy 
 
Prepare Analysis of Financial Statements ( part B book complete) 
Learn all the formulae from Ratio chapter and 
Solve following questions from DK Goel book 
Ratio Chapter 
Q.No 2,6,16,19,27,33,40,46,47,52,60,62,75,81,96,105,113,117 
Cash flow statement 
Q No.7,11,14,22,30,34,39,41,43,49,51,52 
Comparative Statement 
Q.No.2,6,8,10 
Common size Statement 
Q. No. 2,3,5,7,9 
1st chapter 
Q.No.5,6,12,14,21, 
 
**Make project as explained in the class. 
 
 

Business Studies 
 
Learn all the concepts of unit 1_5  
Also solve case studies of these chapters from RK Singla 
 

ECONOMICS  

 
Learn all the concepts from 
Ch.1 Introduction 
Ch.2 Some Basic Concepts of Macroeconomics. 
Ch.3 National Income and Related Aggregates. 
Ch.4 Methods of Calculating National Income. 
Ch.5 Money 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

English  

 Answer the following questions  

Mother at 66 

1. What is the kind of pain and ache that the poet feels? 
 

2. Why has the mother been compared to the late winter’s moon? 
 

3. Why does the poet draw the image of sprinting trees and merry children? 
 

4. Why have the trees been described as sprinting? 
 
5 What does the poet do to shrug off the painful thought of her mother’s approaching end 

ELEMENTRY SCHOOL CLASS ROOM 

1 What are the consequences of the distorted form of education given  to the under 
privileged children? 
2The strength of a nation depends on its system of education. Comment  
3How can the indifference of those in power be social threat comment with reference to 
this poem? 
4The education in slum schools is a violation of human rights of children. How? 
5The children of the slum hope to have a life of mental and physical freedom. Comment  
6If class inequalities exist in the West, how are education and social changes effect in the 
Indian context. 
 
DEEP WATER 

 

1It is Douglas’ will power that enabled him to overcome his fear of water. This reveals that 
with a strong will human beings can overcome all kinds of fear. Explain  with two 
illustrations from real life. 
 

 
WRITING SECTION 

1Invite Miss Angelina Jolie, actress, to inaugurate your School of Fashion to be opened in 
Yorkshire shortly. You are on behalf of Mr. Alexander, Director, School of Fashions. In 
addition, write a reply to Mr. Alexander, on behalf of Miss Angelina Jolie, declining the 
invitation. 



 
 

2Write a formal printed invitation to parents to attend the school's annual day 
celebrations. You are the Principal's secretary. 

3Invite Mr. Rajeev Aggarwal to the opening of your shoe showroom, Shoe-Room, at 
Rajender Nagar, Delhi, on the 22nd of September. You are Miss Nalini Joseph, director, 
Black Leather Companies. 

4As Mr. Rajeev Aggarwal's secretary, draft a letter to Miss Nalini Joseph, director of Black 
Leather Companies, accepting her invitation to attend the opening of her new show room, 
Shoe Room, at Rajender Nagar, Delhi, on the 22nd of September. 

5As Mr. Rajeev Aggarwal's secretary, draft a letter to Miss Nalini Joseph, director of Black 
Leather Companies, declining her invitation to attend the opening of her new show room, 
Shoe Room, at Rajender Nagar, Delhi, on the 22nd of September. Mention the reason 

6Write a debate in favour of the motion 'the idiot box could not have been perfect 
without commercials and advertisements.' 

7 Write Debate in favor of the motion, "Humans are responsible for the possible end of 
life on the earth." 

8 Prepare  any two topics  for speaking skills activity( about two minutes speech) 

A  benefits of National Education Policy 

B Better alone than in a bad company  

C  skills and hobbies I learned during lockdown  

D Why one should follow social media ethics 

E  TV adverts are a no work of art  

F Gadgets have restricted  one’s imagination  

9 Directions: Read the lines of poetry. Slashes represent line breaks. Identify two or 

more poetic techniques being used in each example and write them on the line. 
There may be more than two techniques being used. Explain each of your answers. 
 
9.1 Amid this hot green glowing gloom 
A word falls with a raindrop's boom.... 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)?  
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 
9.2. The little clattering stones along the street 



 
 

Dance with each other around my swimming feet; 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)?  
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 
9.3. Click-clack, click-clack, the hour is chill, 
The dead coach climbs the distant hill. 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)? 
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 
9.4. Pounded on the table, / Beat an empty barrel with the handle of a broom, 
Hard as they were able, / Boom, boom, BOOM, 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)?  
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 
9.5. O'er leagues of land and water a weary way you'll go 
Before you'll find the country where the blue roses grow. 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)? 
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 
9.6. On the sidewalk boys are playing marbles. Glass marbles, with amber 
and blue hearts, roll together and part with a sweet clashing noise. 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)?  
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
9.7. A strange wind rattled the window-pane, and down the lane a dog howled on, 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)?  
 
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 
9.8. Two brown ponies trotting slowly 
Stopped at the dim-lit trough to drink. 
The dark van drummed down the distance slowly, 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)?  
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 
9.9. All his thoughts as a river flowed, 
Flowed aflame as fleet he rode, 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)?  
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 



 
 

9.10. The beating hearts of the stars aloof 
Kept time to the beat of the horse's hoof. 
Which techniques are being used (list two or more)?  
How do you figure? 
Explain how you got your answer 
 
 

INFORMATION PRACTICES: 

REVISE ALL THE TOPICS DONE IN CLASS. 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 Ch 1,2,3 
 Practical file work 
 History of athlatics pg no13 
 Standard Track pg no 15 
 Sprint's pg no 16 
 Long jump pg no 28 
 Short put pg no 32 
 Any two game of your choice. 

 
 

Hindustani Music Vocal  
 
Theory and practical:- 
1.Prepare n' practice Raag Bhairav ,Raag bageshwari n' Raag Malkauns along with 
aroh, avroh, pakad , Alaps  n' tanas. 
2. Prepare n' practice talas ' Taal tilwada, jhap taal and ' Rupak taal'  ( ekgun , dugun 
with hand beats) 
3.prepare short questions for viva 
4. Complete Introduction of all  the raags n' talas. 
5.learn definitions:- 
Sangeet, swar, wadi, samwadi, jaati, aroh, avroh, pakad, thaat, varjit swar, vikrit 
swar,shruti, naad n' gram. 
 
 

Mathematics :  

REVISE ALL THE TOPICS DONE IN CLASS. 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


